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1.     General information
The laser tracking system is intended for use as part of industrial robotic welding

systems and is designed to automatically control the position of the welding head during
the welding process, measure the geometric parameters of the weld groove, and provide
the operator with the possibility of visual control of the welding process.

2.     Safety precautions
· Use the supply voltage and interfaces given in the specifications.
· When connecting / disconnecting cables, the scanner and laptop must be

powered off.
· To obtain stable results, wait about 20 minutes after turning on the power for

the scanner to warm up evenly.
· All equipment must be properly grounded.

3.     CE сompliance
The system has been developed for use in industry and meets the requirements

of the following Directives:
· EU directive 2014/30/EU. Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC).
· EU directive 2011/65/EU, “RoHS“ category 9.

4.     Laser safety
Scanners belong to 2M laser safety class according to IEC/EN 60825-1:2014.
Scanners make use of an c.w. 660 nm or 450 nm wavelength semiconductor

laser. Maximum output power is 20 mW. The following warning label is placed on the
housing:

The following safety measures should be taken while operating the scanners:
· Do not target the laser beam to humans.
· Do not disassemble the scanner.
· Avoid staring into the laser beam.

5.     Operating principle
· The laser scanner is mounted on the robot flange next to the welding torch in

such a way that during the welding process and movement along the welding
groove, the scanner is ahead of the welding tool.

· The scanner is calibrated to obtain the coordinate transformation matrix. The
calibration procedure is described in the User's Manual for RF627Smart:
https://riftek.com/upload/iblock/65a/2D_Laser_Scanners_eng.pdf

· Using the web interface of the scanner, a computation graph is formed from
the library of smart blocks (examples are given in this User's Manual), taking
into account the specifics of the equipment, namely the robot type,
communication protocol, groove type, geometric parameters of groove
templates used to control the position and constraints applied to them, etc. If

https://riftek.com/upload/iblock/65a/2D_Laser_Scanners_eng.pdf
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the supplied file does not contain the required groove template, the user can
create a new template himself or with the support of the manufacturer using
the provided template editor (see User's Manual for RF627Smart).

· The script for controlling the groove tracking block and the welding robot is
being configured (examples of scripts are given in this User's Manual). The
control script provides cyclic execution of the main stages of welding: placing
the welding tool in the starting position, moving the tool in the direction of the
beginning of the groove (search for the entry point into the groove), bringing
the tool to the beginning of the groove and generating signals to external
systems (welding controller) about the need for ignition and other actions,
stopping the robot movement, transferring the coordinates to the robot for the
movement of the tool along the welding groove, bringing the tool to the end of
the groove and generating signals to external systems (welding controller)
about the need to reduce the current or extinguish the arc (and other actions),
bringing the tool to its original position.

· During operation, each profile received by the scanner is processed in
accordance with the algorithm specified by the graph, and the following steps
are performed: detecting the welding groove template in order to determine the
exact coordinates in the scanner coordinate system (2D), transforming the
coordinates from the scanner coordinate system to the robot coordinate
system (3D), forming the trajectory of the tool in the robot coordinate system,
transferring the coordinates to the robot for movement to the next position of
the trajectory.

6.     Structure
The block diagram of the system:

The system includes the following main and optional components:
· Laser Scanner RF627Smart-Weld. Documentation for Laser Scanner

RF627Smart (basic configuration) is available here:
https://riftek.com/upload/iblock/65a/2D_Laser_Scanners_eng.pdf.
RF627Smart-Weld differs from the basic configuration in the following options:
- Built-in software packages for data exchange with robots and external

industrial systems: RF627Smart-Industrial, RF627Smart-Robots.

https://riftek.com/upload/iblock/65a/2D_Laser_Scanners_eng.pdf
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- Special design that provides protection against aggressive influences during
welding, namely, a special body, replaceable protective glass, pneumatic
shutter, protective cover; window blowing system.

- Special equipment (taking into account the characteristics of the customer's
system) for attaching the scanner to the welding robot. It is possible to equip
the scanner with a pneumatic system for removing the scanner from the
welding area.

- Predefined set of working ranges that provide a solution to welding tasks.
- Ready-to-use templates for the main types of welding grooves with the

possibility to correct existing templates and add new ones.
· Rugged industrial tablet (optional) with pre-installed software designed to

automatically search for a scanner on the network and open its web interface.
· Industrial Ethernet switch (optional).
· Scanner electrical protection unit (optional).
· Cables.

6.1.     Laser scanner

The system includes 2D Laser Scanner RF627Smart-Weld Series.
The housing of the scanner is made of anodized aluminum. The front panel of

the housing has two windows: the output window and the window for receiving radiation
reflected from the object under control.

The scanner has one connector, Reset button and LED indicators. Pressing the
Reset button for 5 seconds will restart the scanner. If you press the Reset button for 1
second, a broadcast Hello packet will be sent. Red LED indicates that the firmware is
loading; green LED indicates that the Ethernet connection is established.

Laser scanners come with the following features by default:
· additional protective quick-change glass for scanner windows;
· a special fitting for supplying compressed air to protect the windows ("air knife"

system);
· a protective cover;
· equipment for quick installation of the scanner.
Scanners can be supplied with the following laser wavelengths:
· red laser scanners, 660 nm;
· blue laser scanners (BLUE version), 450 nm.
Different lasers are used due to a wide range of applications. For example, the

use of blue lasers instead of red ones is optimal for the control of shiny materials and
high-temperature objects.

There are two operating modes in the full working range: Basic mode with the
frequency of 484 Hz (profiles/second) and DS mode with the frequency of 921 Hz.

The ROI function has been implemented, which makes it possible to increase
the working frequency of the scanner in the limited working range up to 4884 Hz in Basic
mode and up to 6379 Hz in DS mode.

Specifications, working ranges and overall dimensions are given in the next
sections.
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6.1.1.     Specification

Sampling rate, accuracy, resolution

Nominal sampling rate (full working range)
484 profiles/s (standard mode),
938 profiles/s (DS mode)

Maximum sampling rate (ROI mode)
4884 profiles/s,
6379 profiles/s (DS mode)

Linearity (measurement error), Z axis
±0.05% of the range (standard mode),
±0.1% of the range (DS mode)

Linearity (measurement error), X axis ±0.2% of the range

Resolution, Z axis
0.01% of the range (standard mode),
0.02% of the range (DS mode)

Resolution, X axis 648 or 1296 points (programmable value)

Laser

660 nm or 450 nm
Class 2M according to IEC/EN 60825-1:2014

Interface

Basic Ethernet  / 1000 Mbps

Synchronization inputs RS422, 3 channels

Power supply 9...30 V or 12...36 V for scanners with Blue laser

Power consumption, not more 6 W (without a built-in heater)

Environmental resistance

Enclosure rating IP67

Vibration 20 g / 10...1000 Hz, 6 hours for each of XYZ axes 

Shock 30 g / 6 ms

Operating ambient temperature

-20…+40°С or 
-20…+80°С for scanners with built-in air cooling system
-20...+150°С for scanners with built-in water cooling
system

Storage temperature -20…+70°С

Relative humidity 5-95% (no condensation)

Housing/windows material aluminum/glass

Replaceable protective windows glass

6.1.2.     Working ranges and overall dimensions

Range
MR,
mm

SMR,
mm

Хsmr,
mm

Xemr,
mm

Dimensions,
figure

Weight,
kg

Option: air or
water

cooling,
drawing,

figure

Option:
shutter,
figure

65/25-20/22 25 65 20 22 1 0.7 2 3

70/50-30/41 50 70 30 41 1 0.7 2 3

76/100-48/82 100 76 48 82 1 0.7 2 3

70/130-40/86 130 70 40 86 4 0.7 4 4

250/130-52/76 130 250 52 76 5 0.9 5 5

82/200-60/150 200 82 60 150 1 0.7 2 3

90/250-65/180 250 90 65 180 1 0.7 2 3

Detailed CAD documentation (2D and 3D) is available on request at
info@riftek.com.

Overall and mounting dimensions of laser scanners:

mailto:info@riftek.com
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Figure 1 

Figure 2 
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Figure 3

Figure 4
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Figure 5

6.2.     Rugged industrial tablet

The tablet is intended for the initial setup of the system by an engineer and
subsequent control of the system operation by the adjuster and the operator of the
welding robot.

The pre-installed software is designed to display the graphical interface and
manage its settings, taking into account access control (engineer/adjuster/operator).

Since the tablet is for display, configuration and diagnostic purposes only (does
not perform any calculations), the user may use other technical means (other types of
tablets, personal or industrial computers). In the case of using other technical means, it
is necessary to follow the instructions given in the documentation for the RF627Smart
scanner.

6.2.1.     Specification

Front view Back view
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Technical characteristics:

Parameter Value

Architecture CPU Intel cherry trail Z8350, 1.44Ghz-1.92GHz

OS Windows 10 pro

RAM/ROM 4GB+64GB

Display Size 10.1"

Resolution 1920x1200

Touch type Capacitive 

Interfaces Type-A USB2.0 x1

Type-A USB.0 x1

MicroUSB x1

RJ45 Ethernet 10/100/1000M x1

DB9 RS232 9-pin serial port x1

DC power interface DC 12V 2A x1

Enclosure rating Degree of protection Waterproof IP65, but in fact is IP67 design. Drop
1.2 m, 6 sides.

Certification standards Military 810G. EU CE, US FCC 

Operating Temperature -20°С...60°С

Built-in battery Battery type Built-in removable Li-ion Polymer Battery

Rated capacity 10500 mAh

Dimensions 275х180x20 mm

6.3.     Industrial Ethernet switch

The switch is designed to provide network interaction between the tablet and the
2D scanner, as well as to exchange data with the robot controller.

It is allowed to use a standard network switch included in the welding kit (for
example, between the robot and the controller). In this case, make sure the network
settings are correct.

6.3.1.     Specification

Parameter Value

Network ports 5-RJ45-10/100/Mbps

Power supply 10...60V - 1.1W - 0.045А

Operating conditions Temperature: -10...60°С
Air humidity: 5...95% 

Enclosure rating IP40

Dimensions see Figure
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6.4.     Protection unit

This unit provides power protection for the 2D laser scanner and includes a
quick-change fuse.

6.5.     Cables

The system comes with the following cables:
· Cable #1 - standard Ethernet cable Cat5e with RJ45 connectors on both ends

(for connecting the industrial tablet to the network switch).
· Cable #2 - power cable for the tablet (included with the tablet).
· Cable #3 - two-core power cable for the network switch (voltage not less than

12V, current not less than 0.2A) - from the customer's equipment.
· Cable #4 - Ethernet cable with RJ45 crimp (for connecting the robot controller

to the network switch) - from the customer's equipment.
· Cable #5 - Ethernet+power cable (for connecting the network switch to the

protection unit). 
· Cable #6 - Ethernet+power cable (for connecting the laser scanner to the

protection unit).
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6.5.1.     UNITRONIC® LiYCY (TP) cable

The UNITRONIC® LiYCY (TP) cable is used to connect the scanner to the
controller.

Designations:

Name Description

Х1 Binder 423 99 5456 15 16

Х2 RJ-45

1 LAPP KABEL UNITRONIC® LiYCY (TP) cable, #0035150, 8x2x0.14
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Assignment of cable wires is given in the table below:

Pin
number

Wire color Assignment

K Pink MX4-

L Gray MX4+

M Red Power 9...36V

N Blue 0V GND

A Black MX3-

B Violet MX3+

C Brown / Yellow IN1-

D White / Yellow IN1+

E Red / Blue IN3+

F White MX2-

O Brown MX2+

G Gray / Pink IN3-

P Yellow MX1-

H White / Green IN2+

I Brown / Green IN2-

R Green MX1+

If the order does not include a controller, the UNITRONIC® LiYCY (TP) cable will be
compressed to RJ-45 Ethernet and two power wires (red and brown).

6.5.2.     RJ-45 Ethernet cable

The RJ-45 Ethernet cable is used to connect the scanner controller to the robot
controller.

6.5.3.     Power cable

The power cable is used to connect the scanner controller to 220V AC.

6.6.     Calibration plate

The calibration plate is used to calibrate the scanner relative to the welding
robot. The calibration procedure is described in par. 15.6.8.

7.     Example of item designation when ordering
RF627Smart-Weld.(WAVE)-SMR/MR-Xsmr/Xemr-L1-L2-L5-L6(R)-PS-PB-Shutter-
AC(WC)

Symbol Description

(WAVE) Laser wavelength: 660 nm – no symbol, 450 nm – BLUE.

SMR Beginning of the measuring range for Z, mm.

MR Measuring range for Z, mm.

Xsmr Measuring range for X-coordinate at the beginning of the measuring range for Z-
coordinate, mm.

Xemr Measuring range for X-coordinate at the end of the measuring range for Z-coordinate,
mm.

L1,L2,L5,L6 Cable length, m.

R Robot-cable (option).

PS Tablet (option).
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PB Protection unit (option).

Shutter Controlled shutter.

AС Built-in air cooling system.

WC Built-in water cooling system.

NOTE. Default options: window blower, replaceable windows, shield, mounting bracket.
Example. RF627Smart-Weld.BLUE-90/250-65/180-3-3-3-10–PS-PB - Scanner with a blue laser, SMR - 90
mm, MR - 250 mm, Xsmr - 65 mm, Xemr - 180 mm, cable L1 = 3 m, cable L2 = 3 m, cable L5 = 3 m, cable
L6 = 10 m, tablet, protection unit.

Product codes:

Name Code 

Tablet P627A01

Network switch P627B01

Protection unit P627C01

Cable #1 EL04

Cable #2 P627A02

Cable #5 (for kit with protection unit) E627E09

Cable #5 (for kit without protection unit) E627E17

Cable #6 E627E18

8.     Overall demands for mounting
The laser scanner is mounted on the robot flange next to the welding torch. The

scanning area must be within the working range of the scanner. In addition, no foreign
objects should be allowed to stay on the path of the incident and reflected laser
radiation.

When scanning a surface with an intricate texture, the incidence of mirror
component of the reflected radiation to the receiving window should be minimized.

ATTENTION!
The laser scanner and other equipment must be grounded.

9.     Assembly and setup

9.1.     Assembling the system and mounting the elements

Assembly and installation should be carried out by a qualified person (usually an
engineer) after studying the safety rules for working with electrical equipment.

General view:
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The elements must be mounted using standard industrial solutions (DIN rail) and
taking into account the connections shown on the block diagram of the system.

Procedure:

1. Connect the tablet (or other device) to the
industrial switch using the Ethernet cable:

2. Connect the RJ45 connector to the industrial
switch:

3. Connect Binder 423 99 5456 15 16 to the
protection unit (if included): 

4. Connect the laser scanner to the protection unit:

5. Connect the power cable of the tablet to the
power source, and then connect it to the tablet (the
power source must be disconnected from the
mains):

6. Connect the power cable of the industrial switch to
the power source, and then connect it to the switch.
7. Connect free wires (red and blue) of the cable to
the power source.
8. Connect the robot controller to the industrial
switch using the cable with RJ45 connectors.

After assembly is completed, turn on the power supply to turn on the system.

9.2.     Turning on the system

To turn on the system, it is necessary to supply voltage to its elements. The
industrial tablet is turned on by pressing the power button. After turning on the tablet,
specialized software automatically starts and searches for the connected scanner.
When the scanner is detected, its IP address will be displayed:
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The scanner is detected. Tap the OPEN button to connect to the scanner and
open the web interface:

Go to the Smart tab to prepare the computation graph and configure smart
blocks:
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9.3.     Setting up the system

The system is supplied without the computation graph (due to the wide variety of
supported welding robots and data exchange protocols with them), so it is necessary to
perform the initial (one-time) setup, which includes the following main steps:

· Building the computation graph.
· Calibrating the scanner relative to the robot (to perform the transformation of

the 2D coordinates of the scanner to the 3D coordinates of the robot).
· Configuring the script for controlling the welding groove tracking block and the

robot.
· Preparing custom templates (if necessary).
· Adjusting the robotic welding system on a mock-up.
· Testing the robotic welding system on mock-ups and real samples.
Examples are shown below.

10.     Smart blocks
The computation graph is an ordered sequence of operations performed by the

scanner. This sequence is represented in the form of smart blocks and connections
between them. When changing the graph structure, the order of calculations will be
determined automatically. Constraint: cyclic connections in the graph are not allowed.
For more information about the graphs and smart blocks, please refer to the User's
Manual for RF627Smart.

10.1.     Smart blocks for seam tracking in real time

The following smart blocks are used for seam tracking in real time:

“3-pt tracking (by points)” - tracking of the weld groove at three points formed by the profile:
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The output values of the smart block are the points and angles (i.e. poses) to which the
actuator (welding robot) must move in order to travel along the welding path. Points are
issued sequentially, ahead of time. The tracking process is displayed in 3D in a special
window, and this window can also be used for visual analysis of the weld groove. A detailed
description of this smart block is given in the User's Manual for the "Laser Seam Tracking
System for Welding Automation. RF627Weld-Smart.".

Inputs: “cst” SDT_CST_3D Data from the scanner calibration block with an
actuator.

“point #1” SDT_POINT "Left" point of the weld groove.

“point #2” SDT_POINT "Central" point of the weld groove.

“point #3” SDT_POINT "Right" point of the weld groove.

“enabled” SDT_BOOL "Smart block enabled" flag.

“accuracy” SDT_FLOAT Actuator movement accuracy (mm).

“step” SDT_FLOAT Step of picking points along the weld groove and
step of issuing points (mm).

“torch offset” SDT_FLOAT Offset of the TCP relative to the weld groove in
the direction perpendicular to the groove (offset
from the groove) in mm.

“torch rotation” SDT_EULER_3D Corrections to the angular position of the tool
relative to the flange (in order to take into account
the bending of the tool, for example, a burner) in
rad.

Outputs: “pose” SDT_POSE_3D Output poses for an actuator (for example, a
welding robot).

“detected” SDT_BOOL "Weld groove detected" flag.

“tracking” SDT_BOOL "Weld groove tracking" flag. It is set to TRUE
while the block is enabled and the block can issue
the points to the robot, i.e. the end of the weld
groove has not been reached.

“3-pt tracking (by velocity)” - tracking of the weld groove at three points formed by the
profile (similar to the “3-pt tracking (by points)” smart block). The output values of the smart
block are the linear and angular velocities (in the form of a pose) with which the actuator
(welding robot) must travel along the welding path. The tracking process is displayed in 3D
in a special window, and this window can also be used for visual analysis of the weld
groove. A detailed description of this smart block is given in the User's Manual for the
"Laser Seam Tracking System for Welding Automation. RF627Weld-Smart.".

Inputs: “cst” SDT_CST_3D Data from the scanner calibration block with an
actuator.

“point #1” SDT_POINT "Left" point of the weld groove.

“point #2” SDT_POINT "Central" point of the weld groove.

“point #3” SDT_POINT "Right" point of the weld groove.

“enabled” SDT_BOOL "Smart block enabled" flag.

“accuracy” SDT_FLOAT Actuator movement accuracy (mm).

“step” SDT_FLOAT Step of picking points along the weld groove
(mm).
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“torch offset” SDT_FLOAT Offset of the TCP relative to the weld groove in
the direction perpendicular to the groove (offset
from the groove) in mm.

“torch rotation” SDT_EULER_3D Corrections to the angular position of the tool
relative to the flange (in order to take into account
the bending of the tool, for example, a burner) in
rad.

Outputs: “pose” SDT_POSE_3D Output velocities for an actuator (for example, a
welding robot).

“detected” SDT_BOOL "Weld groove detected" flag.

“tracking” SDT_BOOL "Weld groove tracking" flag. It is set to TRUE
while the block is enabled and the block can issue
the points to the robot, i.e. the end of the weld
groove has not been reached.

Key features of smart blocks:
· All calculations are performed by the scanner software in 3D space, which

makes it possible to visualize all ongoing processes.
· Construction of the trajectory of the welding robot, taking into account the

curvature of the groove.
· Approximation of the trajectory, which makes it possible to issue control signals

to the robot through equal distances even in difficult tracking conditions and
ensure a stable speed of movement along the groove.

· Automatic prolongation of the trajectory in case of a short-term loss of the
groove.

· Calculation and correction of the angular position of the welding torch relative
to the groove.

The operation of smart blocks is based on the finite-state machine that has the
following states:

WAIT Waiting for permission to work. No calculations are performed. The outputs have the
following values:
“pose” - not valid;
“detected” - always “FALSE”;
“tracking” - always “FALSE”.

SEARCH Searching for a welding groove (in accordance with the data from the smart block for
detecting templates). The outputs have the following values:
“pose” - not valid;
“detected” - “TRUE” if the template is detected, otherwise - “FALSE”;
“tracking” - always “FALSE”.

BEGIN Moving to the beginning of the welding groove. The outputs have the following values:
“pose” - spatial and angular position of the TCP (for the “3-pt tracking (by points)” smart
block) or components of velocities according to the corresponding coordinates (for the “3-
pt tracking (by velocity)” smart block);
“detected” - “TRUE” if the groove is detected, otherwise - “FALSE”;
“tracking” - “TRUE” at the beginning of the groove, otherwise - “FALSE”.

TRACKING Moving along the welding groove. The outputs have the following values:
“pose” - spatial and angular position of the TCP (for the “3-pt tracking (by points)” smart
block) or components of velocities according to the corresponding coordinates (for the “3-
pt tracking (by velocity)” smart block);
“detected” - “TRUE” if the groove is detected, otherwise - “FALSE”;
“tracking” - “TRUE” during tracking process, “FALSE” when tracking is done.

DONE Waiting for confirmation from the external system about the end of welding (removal of the
signal from the “enabled” input). The outputs have the following values:
“pose” - spatial and angular position of the last TCP (for the “3-pt tracking (by points)”
smart block) or zero components of velocities according to the corresponding coordinates
(for the “3-pt tracking (by velocity)” smart block);
“detected” - always “FALSE”;
“tracking” - always “FALSE”.
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10.1.1.     Visual control

Visual control of the tracking process can be carried out by the adjuster or
operator using a special interface available by pressing the Tracking button:

The interface contains the following areas:

1. The area of the current state of the block. Possible states and their meaning are listed above.
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2. The number of points on the motion trajectory at the current time. During the movement of the robot,
this value can increase or decrease (decreasing to 0 at the end of the welding groove).

3. Recording options:

Manual mode. The control is performed using the buttons located
in the “Manual control” section.

Automatic mode. Clearing is performed upon transition from the
“WAIT” state to the “BEGIN” state. Recording is performed in the
“BEGIN” and “TRACKING” states.

Enabling and disabling profile recording in manual control mode.

Deleting recorded profiles in all modes (clearing).

4. Profile visualization parameters (with/without intensity):

Turning on/off the transmission of the intensity for profile points. If
the profiles are to be displayed with intensity, this parameter must
be enabled.

Recording profiles without intensity. The color of each point will be
standard (red).

Recording profiles with intensity.

5. Camera control:

Manual mode. The camera is moved by the user.

Automatic mode. Automatic control of the position and direction of
the camera.

6. Coordinate axes display:
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Enabling/disabling display of coordinate axes.

7. 3D visualization area for welding groove, motion trajectory, TCP position, TCP orientation, etc.

10.1.2.     Algorithm for controlling tracking blocks

Algorithm for controlling smart blocks and applying the data received from them
(practical examples are given below):

1. Setting parameters: “accuracy” - the required tracking accuracy in mm, “step”
- the step of picking points along the groove in mm, “torch offset” - offset of
the TCP from the groove in mm, “torch rotation” - corrections to the angular
position of the tool relative to the groove.

2. Placing the TCP (tool) to its original position (can be done by the robot
controller or the scanner).

3. Enabling the smart block by setting the “enabled” input of the block to
“TRUE”.

4. Moving the TCP (tool) in the direction of the welding groove in order to detect
its beginning. The movement is controlled by the robot controller or the
scanner.

5. Waiting for "TRUE" on the "detected" output of the smart block, which will
mean that the groove has been detected and the smart block can place the
TCP to its beginning.

6. Switching to robot control. The position at the output of the smart block must
be transmitted to the actuators of the robot, and the robot will move the TCP
to the groove entry point.

7. Waiting for "TRUE" at the "tracking" output of the smart block, which will
mean that the TCP is at the beginning of the groove and is ready to move
along the groove. At this point, it is recommended to pause and perform the
necessary actions: ignite the arc, heat up the weld pool, etc.

8. Cyclic transmission of data from the “pose” output of the smart block to the
actuators of the robot to move it along the welding groove.

9. Waiting for “FALSE” at the “tracking” output of the smart block, which will
mean the completion of movement along the welding groove (TCP is at the
last point). At this point, it is recommended to pause in order to reduce the arc
current, extinguish it and carry out other actions.

10. Setting the “FALSE” value at the “enabled” input of the smart block, which
confirms the end of the welding cycle.

11. Going to step #2 if a new welding cycle is required.
The above algorithm can be fully implemented by the scanner using the “c-script”

smart block.

10.2.     Smart blocks for data exchange with robots and cobots

The smart blocks described below provide communication between the scanner
and various industrial robots and cobots.

“R691 protocol” - data exchange and control of Fanuc robots via the R691 (Universal sensor
interface) protocol.

Parameters: “Listen port” 0…65535 The port number to be listen by the
scanner to connect to the robot.

Inputs: “point” SDT_POINT The point that is transmitted to the robot
(for example, the specified point of the
welding groove).

“gap” SDT_SCALAR The gap measured for some types of
welding grooves.
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“mismatch” SDT_SCALAR The mismatch measured for some types
of welding grooves.

“area” SDT_SCALAR The area measured for some types of
welding grooves.

Outputs: “laser en” SDT_BOOL Enabling laser emission.

“track en” SDT_BOOL Enabling template detection (not used in
the scanner).

“template idx” SDT_INT32 The number of the template to be
detected.

“state” SDT_BOOL Flag indicating the presence of
communication with the robot.

“KUKA RSI” - data exchange and control of KUKA robots via a customizable protocol with
the RSI (Robot Sensor Interface) module. Examples of settings files are given below.

Parameters: “Listen port” 0…65535 The port number to be listen by the
scanner to connect to the robot.

Inputs: “tmplt_det” SDT_BOOL The template detection flag transmitted
to the robot.

“seam_touch” SDT_BOOL Flag indicating that the robot is at the
beginning of the seam (can be used as a
flag to start welding).

“pose” SDT_POSE_3D Current corrections for the RSI module.

“offs_x” SDT_FLOAT Correction for the "pose" output value on
the X coordinate.

“offs_z” SDT_FLOAT Correction for the "pose" output value on
the Z coordinate.

“tmplt_idx” SDT_INT32 The number of the template to be
detected.

“state” SDT_BOOL Flag indicating the presence of
communication with the robot.

“Universal Robots RTDE” - data exchange and control of Universal Robots via the RTDE
(Real-Time Data Exchange) protocol.

Parameters: “Robot IP” XXX.XXX.XXX.X
XX

The IP address of the robot.

“Robot RTDE
port”

1...65535 The network port number of the robot
with which data should be exchanged.

Inputs: “pose” SDT_POSE_3D The required pose of the robot.

Outputs: “pose” SDT_POSE_3D The current pose of the robot.

“state” SDT_BOOL Flag indicating the presence of
communication with the robot.

“JAKA” - data exchange and control of JAKA robots.

Parameters: “Robot IP” XXX.XXX.XXX.X
XX

The IP address of the robot.

“Commands
port”

1...65535 The network port number of the robot to
which control commands are sent.

“Realtime data
port”

1...65535 The network port number of the robot
from which data is received from the
robot.

Inputs: “pose” SDT_POSE_3D The required pose of the robot.

“speed” SDT_FLOAT The required speed of the robot, mm/s.

“accel” SDT_FLOAT The required acceleration of the robot,
mm/s^2.
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“rel” SDT_BOOL Movement type: relative to the current
position (TRUE) or absolute (FALSE).

Outputs: “pose” SDT_POSE_3D The current pose of the robot (TCP
position and tilt).

“state” SDT_BOOL Flag indicating the presence of
communication with the robot.

“Rozum Robotics” - data exchange and control of Rozum Robotics robots.

Parameters: “Robot IP” ХXX.XXX.XXX.X
XX

The IP address of the robot (or other
device) with which data should be
exchanged.

“Robot port” 1...65535 The network port number of the robot (or
other device) with which data should be
exchanged.

Выходы: “pose” SDT_POSE_3D The current pose of the robot (TCP
position and tilt).

“state” SDT_BOOL Flag indicating the presence of
communication with the robot.

“P3 protocol” - data exchange and control of robots via the P3 protocol (based on
Ethernet/IP). A detailed description of the protocol is given in Annex 2.

Inputs: “pose” SDT_POSE_3D The required pose of the robot
(converted to a 3D point of the welding
groove, for example).

“point” SDT_POINT A point in the scanner coordinate
system.

Outputs: “pose” SDT_POSE_3D The current pose of the robot (TCP
position and tilt).

“tmplt_idx” SDT_INT32 The number of the template to be
detected.

“state” SDT_BOOL Flag indicating the presence of
communication with the robot.

“HND1 protocol” - data exchange with robots using the HND1 protocol. A detailed description
of the protocol is given in Annex 1.

Parameters: “Destination IP ХXX.XXX.XXX.X
XX

The IP address of the robot (or other
device) with which data should be
exchanged.

“Destination
port”

1...65535 The network port number of the robot (or
other device) with which data should be
exchanged.

“Listen port” 1...65535 The network port number of the scanner
to listen for incoming packets.

“Swap X<->Y” on/off Swapping the X and Y coordinates of
points.

“Flip X-axis” on/off Flipping coordinates along the X axis
(relative to 0). It is performed after
applying the “Swap X<->Y” parameter.

“Flip Y-axis” on/off Flipping coordinates along the Y axis
(relative to 0). It is performed after
applying the “Swap X<->Y” parameter.

“Offset along X-
axis, mm

-1000...1000 Offset of coordinates along the X axis. It
is performed after applying the “Flip Y-
axis” parameter.

“Offset along Y-
axis, mm

-1000...1000 Offset of coordinates along the Y axis. It
is performed after applying the “Flip Y-
axis” parameter.
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Inputs: “det” SDT_BOOL Boolean flag for template detection
(correctness of all output points).

“point #1” SDT_POINT Point #1, the coordinates of which are
transmitted in the packet with the
measurement results. 

“point #2” SDT_POINT Point #2, the coordinates of which are
transmitted in the packet with the
measurement results. 

“point #3” SDT_POINT Point #3, the coordinates of which are
transmitted in the packet with the
measurement results. 

Outputs: “idx” SDT_INT32 The index of the welding template to be
used.

“CRobotP” - data exchange and control of CRP robots. They currently have limited
functionality.

Parameters: “Listen port” 1...65535 The network port number of the scanner
to listen for incoming packets.

Inputs: “point” SDT_POINT Point coordinates in the scanner
coordinate system to be transmitted to
the robot.

Outputs: “pose” SDT_POSE_3D The current pose of the robot (TCP
position and tilt).

“template idx” SDT_INT32 The number of the template to be
detected.

"tracking en" SDT_BOOL Enabling the tracking process.

"weld speed" SDT_FLOAT Welding speed.

“state” SDT_BOOL Flag indicating the presence of
communication with the robot.

11.     Basic welding joints
The file contains templates created by RIFTEK for detecting standard welding

grooves. New templates can be added by both RIFTEK and the user. To add new
templates, you need to use the Template Editor, which is described in the User's Manual
for RF627Smart. The file can be replicated, backed up and used with any other
RF627Smart-Weld system.

By default, the file contains the following types of welding joints:

Tee joint

Profile shape and points

Constraints Angle between segments, deg -90° ±35° 1-2
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Distance between the end of one
segment and the beginning of
another, mm

0...10 1-2

Segment length, mm 20...130 1

Segment length, mm 20...130 2

Groove joint

Profile shape and points

Constraints Angle between segments, deg -60° ±10° 1-2
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Angle between segments, deg -60° ±10° 3-4

Angle between segments, deg -0° ±10° 1-4

Distance between the end of one
segment and the beginning of
another, mm

3...30 1-4

Corner joint

Profile shape and points

Constraints Angle between segments, deg -90° ±10° 1-4

Distance between the end of one
segment and the beginning of
another, mm

0...0 1-2

Angle between segments, deg -90° ±10° 1-2

Distance between the end of one
segment and the beginning of
another, mm

0...5 2-3

Angle between segments, deg -90° ±10° 2-3

Distance between the end of one
segment and the beginning of
another, mm

0...0 3-4

Angle between segments, deg -90° ±10° 2-3

Distance between the end of one
segment and the beginning of
another, mm

5...50 1-4
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Edge joint

Profile shape and points

Constraints Segment length, mm 5...30 1

Right lap joint

Profile shape and points

Constraints Distance between the end of one
segment and the beginning of
another, mm

0...0 1-2

Angle between segments, deg -90° ±10° 1-2

Distance between the end of one
segment and the beginning of
another, mm

0...0 2-3

Angle between segments, deg -90° ±10° 2-3

Perpendicular distance between
segments, mm

5...30 1-3

Left lap joint

Profile shape and points

Constraints Distance between the end of one
segment and the beginning of
another, mm

0...0 1-2

Angle between segments, deg -90° ±10° 1-2

Distance between the end of one
segment and the beginning of

0...0 2-3
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another, mm

Angle between segments, deg -90° ±10° 2-3

Perpendicular distance between
segments, mm

5...30 1-3

Square groove joint

Profile shape and points

Constraints Distance between the end of one
segment and the beginning of
another, mm

3...30 1-3

Angle between segments, deg 0° ±10° 1-2

Perpendicular distance between
segments, mm

0...10 1-3

Perpendicular distance between
segments, mm

0...30 2-2

Left bevel groove joint

Profile shape and points

Constraints Distance between the end of one
segment and the beginning of
another, mm

0...0 1-2

Angle between segments, deg 45° ±10° 1-2

Distance between the end of one
segment and the beginning of
another, mm

3...30 1-3

Angle between segments, deg 0° ±10° 1-3

Right bevel groove joint

Profile shape and points

Constraints Distance between the end of one
segment and the beginning of
another, mm

0...0 2-3

Angle between segments, deg 45° ±10° 1-2
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Distance between the end of one
segment and the beginning of
another, mm

3...30 1-3

Angle between segments, deg 0° ±10° 1-3

Left bevel groove joint with broad root

Profile shape and points

Constraints Distance between the end of one
segment and the beginning of
another, mm

0...0 1-2

Angle between segments, deg 45° ±10° 1-2

Distance between the end of one
segment and the beginning of
another, mm

3...30 1-3

Angle between segments, deg 0° ±10° 1-3

Right bevel groove joint with broad root

Profile shape and points

Constraints Distance between the end of one
segment and the beginning of
another, mm

0...0 2-3

Angle between segments, deg 45° ±10° 1-2

Distance between the end of one
segment and the beginning of
another, mm

3...30 1-3

Angle between segments, deg 0° ±10° 1-3

Left steep flanked bevel groove joint

Profile shape and points

Constraints Distance between the end of one
segment and the beginning of
another, mm

3...30 1-4

Angle between segments, deg 0° ±10° 1-4
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Perpendicular distance between
segments, mm

3...30 1-2

Angle between segments, deg 0° ±10° 1-2

Distance between the end of one
segment and the beginning of
another, mm

0...0 3-4

Angle between segments, deg 60° ±10° 3-4

Right steep flanked bevel groove joint

Profile shape and points

Constraints Distance between the end of one
segment and the beginning of
another, mm

3...30 1-4

Angle between segments, deg 0° ±10° 1-4

Perpendicular distance between
segments, mm

3...30 3-4

Angle between segments, deg 0° ±10° 3-4

Distance between the end of one
segment and the beginning of
another, mm

0...0 1-2

Angle between segments, deg 60° ±10° 1-2

V groove with broad root joint

Profile shape and points

Constraints Distance between the end of one
segment and the beginning of
another, mm

0...0 1-2

Angle between segments, deg 60° ±10° 1-2

Distance between the end of one
segment and the beginning of
another, mm

0...0 3-4

Angle between segments, deg 60° ±10° 3-4

Distance between the end of one
segment and the beginning of
another, mm

3...30 1-4

Angle between segments, deg 0° ±10° 1-4

Steep flanked V groove joint
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Profile shape and points

Constraints Distance between the end of one
segment and the beginning of
another, mm

0...0 1-2

Angle between segments, deg 60° ±10° 1-2

Distance between the end of one
segment and the beginning of
another, mm

0...0 4-5

Angle between segments, deg 60° ±10° 4-5

Distance between the end of one
segment and the beginning of
another, mm

3...30 1-5

Angle between segments, deg 0° ±10° 1-5

Angle between segments, deg 0° ±10° 1-3

Perpendicular distance between
segments, mm

3...30 1-3

12.     Examples of configuring the system for robots
from different manufacturers

12.1.     Kuka robots with RSI option

Data exchange and control of the robots is carried out using the RSI (Robot-
Sensor Interface) option using the KUKA RSI smart block located in the Robots IO
section.

In accordance with the RSI specification, the following files are provided for fast
pairing of scanners and robots: “riftek_sensor.src”, “riftek_sensor.dat”,
“RSI_RIFTEK.xml”, “RSIContext.rsix”.

12.1.1.     Preparing the computation graph

Place the "templates detector" block in the
computation graph area.
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Select the templates file (the screenshot below
shows the standard welding grooves contained in
the templates file supplied with the system).
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Place the "cst calibration" block.

Place the "3-pt tracking (by points)" block.

Place the "c-script" block.
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Place the "KUKA RSI" block.

Connect the outputs of the "templates
detector" (output points detected on the welding
groove) block with the inputs of the "3-pt tracking
(by points)" block, thereby providing it with the
initial data for tracking.

Connect the output of the "cst calibration" smart
block to the input of the "3-pt tracking (by points)"
smart block, thereby providing it with the data
necessary to convert points from the 2D scanner
coordinate system to the 3D robot coordinate
system.
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Add the inputs and outputs of the "c-script" smart
block:
Inputs:
1. Bool,
2. 3D pose,
3. Bool,
4. Bool,
5. 3D pose
Outputs:
1. 3D pose,
2. Bool,
3. Bool,
4. Float,
5. Float,
6. Float,
7. 3D Euler angles
In the script editor, specify the names of the
inputs and outputs, as shown in the screenshot.

Connect the outputs of the "3-pt tracking (by
points)" smart block to the inputs of the "c-script"
smart block.

Connect the outputs of the "c-script" smart block
to the inputs of the "tracking" smart block.
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Connect the outputs of the "c-script" smart block
to the inputs of the "KUKA RSI" smart block.

Connect the output of the "KUKA RSI" smart
block to the inputs of the "cst calibration" smart
block, the "c-script" smart block, and the
"templates detector" smart block.

In the parameters, select "Block Input" as the
source of the template number (thus the robot
program will be able to set the number of the
detected template).

12.1.2.     Preparing the robot to work with the scanner via the RSI interface

The robot must have the “RobotSensorInterface” and “Etehrnet KRL” options.
The RSI interface must be configured according to the documentation, taking into
account the files prepared for the scanner:

RSI_RIFTEK.xml
<ROOT>
  <CONFIG>
      <IP_NUMBER>192.168.2.30</IP_NUMBER>
      <!-- IP-number of the external socket -->
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      <PORT>6008</PORT>
      <!-- Port-number of the external socket -->
      <SENTYPE>ImFree</SENTYPE>
      <!-- The name of your system send in <Sen Type="" > -->
      <ONLYSEND>FALSE</ONLYSEND>
      <!-- TRUE means the client don't expect answers. Do not send anything
to robot -->
  </CONFIG>
 
  <!-- RSI Data: TYPE=  "BOOL", "STRING", "LONG", "DOUBLE" -->
  <!-- INDX= "INTERNAL" switch on internal read values. Needed by DEF_... --
>
  <!-- INDX= "nmb" Input/Output index of RSI-Object / Maximum of RSI
Channels: 64  -->
  <!-- HOLDON="1", set this output index of RSI Object to the last value  --
>
  <!-- DEF_Delay count the late packages and send it back to server  -->
  <!-- DEF_Tech: .T = advance .C = main run / .T1 advance set function
generator 1 -->
<SEND>
      <ELEMENTS>
        <ELEMENT TAG="DEF_RIst" TYPE="DOUBLE" INDX="INTERNAL" UNIT="0" />
        <ELEMENT TAG="sensor_enable" TYPE="BOOL" INDX="1" UNIT="0" />
        <ELEMENT TAG="seam_template" TYPE="LONG" INDX="2" UNIT="0" />
      </ELEMENTS>
  </SEND>
  <RECEIVE>
      <ELEMENTS>
        <ELEMENT TAG="RKorr.X" TYPE="DOUBLE" INDX="1" UNIT="1" HOLDON="1" />
        <ELEMENT TAG="RKorr.Y" TYPE="DOUBLE" INDX="2" UNIT="1" HOLDON="1" />
        <ELEMENT TAG="RKorr.Z" TYPE="DOUBLE" INDX="3" UNIT="1" HOLDON="1" />
        <ELEMENT TAG="RKorr.A" TYPE="DOUBLE" INDX="4" UNIT="0" HOLDON="1" />
        <ELEMENT TAG="RKorr.B" TYPE="DOUBLE" INDX="5" UNIT="0" HOLDON="1" />
        <ELEMENT TAG="RKorr.C" TYPE="DOUBLE" INDX="6" UNIT="0" HOLDON="1" />
        <ELEMENT TAG="seam_tracking" TYPE="BOOL" INDX="7" UNIT="0"
HOLDON="1" />
      </ELEMENTS>
  </RECEIVE>

</ROOT>

RSIContext.rsix
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riftek_sensor.src
&ACCESS RVP

&REL 13

&PARAM EDITMASK = *

&PARAM TEMPLATE = C:\KRC\Roboter\Template\vorgabe

&PARAM DISKPATH = KRC:\R1\Program

DEF riftek_sensor( )

; Declaration of KRL variables

DECL INT ret   ; Return value for RSI commands

DECL INT CONTID   ; ContainerID

;FOLD INI;%{PE}

  ;FOLD BASISTECH INI

    GLOBAL INTERRUPT DECL 3 WHEN $STOPMESS==TRUE DO IR_STOPM ( )

    INTERRUPT ON 3 

    BAS (#INITMOV,0 )

  ;ENDFOLD (BASISTECH INI)

  ;FOLD USER INI

    ;Make your modifications here

  ;ENDFOLD (USER INI)
;ENDFOLD (INI)
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; Forbid the preprocessor to execute commands following the cursor - this is

necessary to control the flags

$ADVANCE = 0

;FOLD PTP p1 Vel=30 % PDAT2 Tool[1]:tool1 Base[0] ;%{PE}

;FOLD Parameters ;%{h}

;Params IlfProvider=kukaroboter.basistech.inlineforms.movement.old;

Kuka.IsGlobalPoint=False; Kuka.PointName=p1; Kuka.BlendingEnabled=False;

Kuka.MoveDataPtpName=PDAT2; Kuka.VelocityPtp=30; Kuka.CurrentCDSetIndex=0;

Kuka.MovementParameterFieldEnabled=True; IlfCommand=PTP

;ENDFOLD

$BWDSTART = FALSE

PDAT_ACT = PPDAT2

FDAT_ACT = Fp1

BAS(#PTP_PARAMS, 30.0)

SET_CD_PARAMS (0)

PTP Xp1

;ENDFOLD

; Create RSI Context 

ret = RSI_CREATE("RSIContext",CONTID,TRUE)

IF (ret <> RSIOK) THEN

  HALT

ENDIF

WAIT FOR (RSI_ON(#RELATIVE) == RSIOK)

; Select of the welding cut

$SEN_PINT[2] = 0

; Enable sensor

$SEN_PINT[1] = 1

; Movement to the beginning of the welding cut

RSI_MOVECORR()

; Perform some preparation for welding (arc ignition, bath formation, etc.)

;FOLD WAIT Time= 1.0 sec ;%{PE}

;FOLD Parameters ;%{h}

;Params IlfProvider=kukaroboter.basistech.inlineforms.logics.wait; Time=1.0

;ENDFOLD

WAIT SEC 1.0

;ENDFOLD
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; Movement with welding

RSI_MOVECORR()

; Disable sensor

$SEN_PINT[1] = 0

; Complete welding (reduce current, etc.)

;FOLD WAIT Time= 1.0 sec ;%{PE}

;FOLD Parameters ;%{h}

;Params IlfProvider=kukaroboter.basistech.inlineforms.logics.wait; Time=1.0

;ENDFOLD

WAIT SEC 1.0

;ENDFOLD

; Turn off RSI

ret = RSI_OFF()

IF (ret <> RSIOK) THEN

  HALT

ENDIF

END

riftek_sensor.dat
&ACCESS RVP

&REL 13

&PARAM EDITMASK = *

&PARAM TEMPLATE = C:\KRC\Roboter\Template\vorgabe

&PARAM DISKPATH = KRC:\R1\Program

DEFDAT  riftek_sensor

;FOLD EXTERNAL DECLARATIONS;%{PE}%MKUKATPBASIS,%CEXT,%VCOMMON,%P

;FOLD BASISTECH EXT;%{PE}%MKUKATPBASIS,%CEXT,%VEXT,%P

EXT  BAS (BAS_COMMAND  :IN,REAL  :IN )

DECL INT SUCCESS

;ENDFOLD (BASISTECH EXT)

;FOLD USER EXT;%{E}%MKUKATPUSER,%CEXT,%VEXT,%P

;Make your modifications here

;ENDFOLD (USER EXT)

;ENDFOLD (EXTERNAL DECLARATIONS)

DECL E6POS XP1={X 180.004517,Y -184.731384,Z 161.211243,A 6.33770037,B
2.39791203,C 119.854492,S 2,T 3,E1 0.0,E2 0.0,E3 0.0,E4 0.0,E5 0.0,E6,0.0}
DECL FDAT FP1={TOOL_NO 1,BASE_NO 0,IPO_FRAME #BASE,POINT2[] " "}
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DECL PDAT PPDAT1={VEL 30.0000,ACC 100.000,APO_DIST 500.000,APO_MODE

#CDIS,GEAR_JERK 100.000,EXAX_IGN 0}

DECL MODULEPARAM_T LAST_TP_PARAMS = {PARAMS[] "Kuka.PointName=p1;

Kuka.FrameData.base_no=0; Kuka.FrameData.tool_no=1;

Kuka.FrameData.ipo_frame=#BASE; Kuka.isglobalpoint=False;

Kuka.MoveDataPtpName=PDAT2; Kuka.MovementDataPdat.apo_mode=#CDIS;

Kuka.MovementDataPdat.apo_dist=500; Kuka.MovementData.vel=30;

Kuka.MovementData.acc=100; Kuka.MovementData.exax_ign=0;

Kuka.VelocityPtp=30; Kuka.BlendingEnabled=False; Kuka.APXEnabled=False;

Kuka.CurrentCDSetIndex=0; Kuka.MoveDataName=CPDAT1;

Kuka.MovementData.cb={AUX_PT {ORI #CONSIDER,E1 #CONSIDER,E2 #CONSIDER,E3

#CONSIDER,E4 #CONSIDER,E5 #CONSIDER,E6 #CONSIDER},TARGET_PT {ORI

#INTERPOLATE,E1 #INTERPOLATE,E2 #INTERPOLATE,E3 #INTERPOLATE,E4

#INTERPOLATE,E5 #INTERPOLATE,E6 #INTERPOLATE}};

Kuka.MovementData.apo_fac=50; Kuka.MovementData.apo_dist=500;

Kuka.MovementData.axis_acc=100; Kuka.MovementData.axis_vel=100;

Kuka.MovementData.circ_typ=#BASE; Kuka.MovementData.jerk_fac=50;

Kuka.MovementData.ori_typ=#VAR; Kuka.VelocityPath=0.05; Kuka.Logics.Io=1;

Kuka.Logics.IoName=; Kuka.Logics.State=True; Kuka.Logics.Cont=False;

Kuka.Logics.TriggerType=START; Kuka.Logics.Path=0; Kuka.Logics.Delay=0"}

DECL LDAT LCPDAT1={VEL 0.0500000,ACC 100.000,APO_DIST 500.000,APO_FAC

50.0000,AXIS_VEL 100.000,AXIS_ACC 100.000,ORI_TYP #VAR,CIRC_TYP

#BASE,JERK_FAC 50.0000,GEAR_JERK 100.000,EXAX_IGN 0,CB {AUX_PT {ORI

#CONSIDER,E1 #CONSIDER,E2 #CONSIDER,E3 #CONSIDER,E4 #CONSIDER,E5

#CONSIDER,E6 #CONSIDER},TARGET_PT {ORI #INTERPOLATE,E1 #INTERPOLATE,E2

#INTERPOLATE,E3 #INTERPOLATE,E4 #INTERPOLATE,E5 #INTERPOLATE,E6

#INTERPOLATE}}}

DECL FDAT FP2={TOOL_NO 1,BASE_NO 0,IPO_FRAME #BASE,POINT2[] " "}

DECL E6POS XP2={X 241.575836,Y -235.767456,Z 142.346405,A 136.503632,B

4.61282158,C 174.258,S 2,T 10,E1 0.0,E2 0.0,E3 0.0,E4 0.0,E5 0.0,E6 0.0}

DECL E6POS XP3={X 286.785492,Y -235.769958,Z 93.5453491,A 119.169380,B

39.6200676,C 138.546692,S 2,T 10,E1 0.0,E2 0.0,E3 0.0,E4 0.0,E5 0.0,E6 0.0}

DECL PDAT PPDAT2={VEL 30.0000,ACC 100.000,APO_DIST 500.000,APO_MODE

#CDIS,GEAR_JERK 100.000,EXAX_IGN 0}

DECL SParam_T SS2={OffsetX 0.0,VelX 10,OffsetZ 0.0,VelZ -10,Template 0}

ENDDAT

12.1.3.     Calibrating the scanner

Calibration is intended to obtain the coordinate transformation matrix for
converting points from the 2D coordinate system (scanner) to the 3D coordinate system
(robot).
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To perform calibration, it is necessary to execute the robot program (“riftek
sencor.src”) up to the line “RSI_MOVECORR()” with disabled script execution.
This will ensure the transfer of TCP coordinates from the robot to the scanner.

Further steps are described in Annex 3 of the User's Manual for RF627Smart.

12.1.4.     Preparing the robot control script

Detailed information about "C_script" smart blocks can be found in the User's
Manual for RF627Smart.

The control script generally ensures the execution of the welding cycle, which
includes the following parts:

· Setting the initial values for the accuracy of the torch during the welding
process, the trajectory construction step, the distance from the torch to the
welding groove, the additional rotation of the torch.

· Performing the following actions in an infinite loop:
- waiting for permission flag;
- moving the robot in a specified direction to search for the welding groove

(search for an “entry point”);
- moving the torch to the beginning of the welding groove;
- stopping the robot at the beginning of the welding groove, generating a

signal for the robot to move to the beginning of the groove, pausing the
robot to perform welding actions;

- moving along the welding groove with simultaneous correction of the
position of the torch and its inclination relative to the groove, lengthening
the trajectory and maintaining a stable speed;

- completing the movement at the end of the welding groove;
- stopping the robot at the end of the welding groove, generating a signal for

the robot about the end of the groove, pausing the robot to perform welding
actions.

· Returning to the beginning of the cycle and waiting for the signal from the robot
about the next work cycle.

An example of a script that executes a welding cycle (values may vary for
different situations):

//Declaring variables used in the script
pose_3d_t       in_pose;
bool_t          in_enable   = 0;
pose_3d_t       out_pose;
pose_3d_t       start_pose;
bool_t          reached     = 0;
bool_t          seam_found  = 0;
bool_t          tracking    = 0;
pose_3d_t       rob_pose;
euler_3d_t      torch_rot;
m3d_euler_fill_zyx(0.0, 0.3, 0.0, &torch_rot);

//Setting initial parameters
//Torch accuracy
output_float("out_accuracy", 0.5, 1);
//Trajectory construction step
output_float("out_step", 2.0, 1);
//Distance from the torch to the welding groove
output_float("out_torchOffset", 30.0, 1);
//Angle of rotation of the torch relative to the robot flange
output_euler3d("out_torchRotation", &torch_rot, 1);
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while (1)
{
    //Disabling tracking - it may remain enabled
    //after a reset or script crash
    output_bool("out_run", 0, 1);
    //Passing an invalid position to stop the robot
    output_pose3d("out_pose", &out_pose, 0);
    outputs_sync();

    //Waiting for permission to work from the robot
    do{
        inputs_sync();
        input_bool("in_enable", &in_enable);
    }while (in_enable == 0);

    //Enabling the search for the welding groove before the robot moves to
    //the beginning of the groove and waiting for detection, while
    //the position of the robot is controlled without tracking - it just
    //moves in a given direction
    output_bool("out_run", 1, 1);
    m3d_pose_fill_xyz_zyx(0.05, -0.1, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, &out_pose);
    do{
        output_pose3d("out_pose", &out_pose, 1);
        inputs_sync();
        input_bool("in_detected", &seam_found);
    }while (seam_found == 0);

    //Waiting for the robot to move to the beginning of the welding groove -
    //the "tracking" signal will be set - this means that the scanner can 
    //guide the torch along the welding groove
    do{
        if (input_bool("in_enable", &in_enable) == 0)   break;
        if (in_enable == 0)                             break;
     
        if (input_pose3d("in_pose", &in_pose) == 1)
        {
            out_pose    = in_pose;
            m3d_pose_scale(&out_pose, 0.1, 0.001);
            output_pose3d("out_pose", &out_pose, 1);
            outputs_sync();
        }

        inputs_sync();
        input_bool("in_tracking", &tracking);
    }while (tracking == 0);

    //Stop the robot - send zero speeds to all coordinates
    m3d_pose_fill_xyz_zyx(0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, &out_pose);
    output_pose3d("out_pose", &out_pose, 1);
    output_bool("out_opDone", 1, 1);
    outputs_sync();
    sleep_us(10000);
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    output_bool("out_opDone", 0, 1);
    sleep_us(2000000);

    //Welding groove is found - start tracking
    do{
        if (input_bool("in_enable", &in_enable) == 0)   break;
        if (in_enable == 0)                             break;

        if (input_pose3d("in_pose", &in_pose) == 1)
        {
            out_pose    = in_pose;
            m3d_pose_scale(&out_pose, 0.05, 0.005);
            output_pose3d("out_pose", &out_pose, 1);
            outputs_sync();
        }

        input_bool("in_tracking", &tracking);

    }while (tracking != 0);

//Stop the robot - send zero speeds to all coordinates

    m3d_pose_fill_xyz_zyx(0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, &out_pose);

    output_pose3d("out_pose", &out_pose, 1);

    output_bool("out_opDone", 1, 1);

    outputs_sync();

    sleep_us(10000);

    output_bool("out_opDone", 0, 1);

    sleep_us(2000000);

    //Disable tracking - the block will return to its original state

    output_bool("out_run", 0, 1);

    //Stop the robot

    output_pose3d("out_pose", &out_pose, 0);

    outputs_sync();

    //Waiting for work permission from the robot

    do{

        inputs_sync();

        input_bool("in_enable", &in_enable);

    }while (in_enable == 1);

}//while (1)

return 0;
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12.2.     Jaka cobots

Data exchange and control of cobots is carried out via a proprietary protocol
using the JAKA smart block located in the Robots IO section.

12.2.1.     Preparing the computation graph

Place the "templates detector" block in the
computation graph area.

Select the templates file (the screenshot below
shows the standard welding grooves contained in
the templates file supplied with the system).
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Place the "cst calibration" block.
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Place the "3-pt tracking (by points)" block.

Place the "c-script" block.

Place the "JAKA" block.
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Connect the outputs of the "templates
detector" (output points detected on the welding
groove) block with the inputs of the "3-pt tracking
(by points)" block, thereby providing it with the
initial data for tracking.

Connect the output of the "cst calibration" smart
block to the input of the "3-pt tracking (by points)"
smart block, thereby providing it with the data
necessary to convert points from the 2D scanner
coordinate system to the 3D robot coordinate
system.

Add the inputs and outputs of the "c-script" smart
block:
Inputs:
1. Bool,
2. 3D pose,
3. Bool,
4. Bool,
5. 3D pose
Outputs:
1. 3D pose,
2. Bool,
3. Bool,
4. Float,
5. Float,
6. Float,
7. 3D Euler angles
In the script editor, specify the names of the
inputs and outputs.
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Connect the outputs of the "3-pt tracking (by
points)" smart block to the inputs of the "c-script"
smart block.

Connect the outputs of the "c-script" smart block
to the inputs of the "3-pt tracking (by points)"
smart block.

Connect the "out_pose" output of the "c-script"
smart block to the "pose" input of the "JAKA"
smart block.
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Connect the output of the "JAKA" smart block to
the inputs of the "cst calibration" smart block, the
"c-script" smart block, and the "templates
detector" smart block.

12.2.2.     Configuring smart blocks

In this computation graph, it is necessary to set parameters for two smart blocks:
· “templates detector” - the “Source” parameter must be set to “Manual”, as it is

assumed that the template is selected by the operator (or adjuster):

· “JAKA” - it is necessary to set the cobot's IP address on the Ethernet network,
port numbers and filtering parameters. Default values:
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12.2.3.     Calibrating the scanner

Calibration is intended to obtain the coordinate transformation matrix for
converting points from the 2D coordinate system (scanner) to the 3D coordinate system
(robot).

The calibration procedure is described in Annex 3 of the User's Manual for
RF627Smart.

12.2.4.     Preparing the сobot control script

The control script generally ensures the execution of the welding cycle, which
includes the following parts:

· Setting the initial values for the accuracy of the torch during the welding
process, the trajectory construction step, the distance from the torch to the
welding groove, the additional rotation of the torch.

· Moving the cobot to its initial position.
· Moving the cobot in a specified direction to search for the welding groove

(search for an “entry point”).
· Moving the torch to the beginning of the welding groove, waiting for ignition

and other actions.
· Moving along the welding groove with simultaneous correction of the position

of the torch and its inclination relative to the groove, lengthening the trajectory
and maintaining a stable speed.

· Stopping the movement at the end of the welding groove.
· Moving the robot to its initial position.
An example of a script that executes a welding cycle (values may vary for

different situations):

//Declaring variables used in the script

pose_3d_t       in_pose;

pose_3d_t       out_pose;

pose_3d_t       start_pose;

bool_t          reached     = 0;

bool_t          seam_found  = 0;

bool_t          tracking    = 0;

pose_3d_t       rob_pose;

pose_3d_t       move_limit;

euler_3d_t      torch_rot;
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m3d_pose_fill_xyz_zyx(20.0, 20.0, 20.0, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, &move_limit);

m3d_euler_fill_zyx(0.0, -0.2, -0.2, &torch_rot);

//Forced disable tracking - for more safety
output_bool("out_enabled", 0, 1);
//Forced stop of the cobot - for more safety
output_pose3d("out_pose", &out_pose, 0);
outputs_sync();

//Setting initial parameters
//Torch accuracy, 0.5 mm
output_float("out_accuracy", 0.5, 1);
//Trajectory construction step, 2.0 mm
output_float("out_step", 2.0, 1);
//Distance from the torch to the welding groove, 2.0 mm
output_float("out_torchOfs", 2.0, 1);
//Angle of rotation of the torch relative to the robot flange
output_euler3d("out_torchRot", &torch_rot, 1);

//Placing the cobot to its initial position
m3d_pose_fill_xyz_zyx(-309.0, -114.0, 170.0, -2.02, -0.04, 1.29,
&start_pose);
//Waiting for the robot to return to the initial position
do{
    inputs_sync();
    if (input_pose3d("in_robPose", &rob_pose) == 0)
    {   output_pose3d("out_pose", &out_pose, 0);
        outputs_sync();
        return 0;
    }
    out_pose    = start_pose;
    m3d_pose_limit_movement(&rob_pose, &out_pose, &move_limit);
    output_pose3d("out_pose", &out_pose, 1);

    reached     = m3d_pose_isequal(&start_pose, &rob_pose, 1.0, 0.001);
}while (reached == 0);

//Enabling the search for the welding groove before the robot moves to
//the beginning of the groove and waiting for detection, while
//the position of the robot is controlled without tracking - it just
//moves in a given direction

output_bool("out_enabled", 1, 1);

outputs_sync();

do{

    out_pose.pos.x  -= 0.01;

    out_pose.pos.y  -= 0.01;

    output_pose3d("out_pose", &out_pose, 1);
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    inputs_sync();

    input_bool("in_seamFound", &seam_found);

}while (seam_found == 0);

//Waiting for the robot to move to the beginning of the welding groove -
//the "tracking" signal will be set - this means that the scanner can 
//guide the torch along the welding groove

do{
    if (input_pose3d("in_robPose", &rob_pose) == 0)
    {   output_pose3d("out_pose", &out_pose, 0);
        outputs_sync();
        return 0;
    }
   
    if (input_pose3d("in_pose", &in_pose) == 1)
    {
        out_pose    = in_pose;
        m3d_pose_limit_movement(&rob_pose, &out_pose, &move_limit);
        output_pose3d("out_pose", &out_pose, 1);
        outputs_sync();
    }

    inputs_sync();
    input_bool("in_tracking", &tracking);
}while (tracking == 0);

sleep_us(2000000);

//Welding groove is found - start tracking
do{
    if (input_pose3d("in_robPose", &rob_pose) == 0)
    {   output_pose3d("out_pose", &out_pose, 0);
        outputs_sync();
        return 0;
    }

    if (input_pose3d("in_pose", &in_pose) == 1)
    {
        out_pose    = in_pose;
        m3d_pose_scale_movement(&rob_pose, &out_pose, 2.5);
        m3d_pose_limit_movement(&rob_pose, &out_pose, &move_limit);
        output_pose3d("out_pose", &out_pose, 1);
        outputs_sync();
    }

    input_bool("in_tracking", &tracking);

}while (tracking != 0);
sleep_us(2000000);

//Placing the cobot to its initial position
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m3d_pose_fill_xyz_zyx(-309.0, -114.0, 170.0, -2.02, -0.04, 1.29,

&start_pose);

//Waiting for the robot to return to the initial position

do{

    inputs_sync();

    if (input_pose3d("in_robPose", &rob_pose) == 0)

    {   output_pose3d("out_pose", &out_pose, 0);

        outputs_sync();

        return 0;

    }

    out_pose    = start_pose;

    m3d_pose_limit_movement(&rob_pose, &out_pose, &move_limit);

    output_pose3d("out_pose", &out_pose, 1);

    reached     = m3d_pose_isequal(&start_pose, &rob_pose, 1.0, 0.001);

}while (reached == 0);

//Disable tracking - the block will return to its original state

output_bool("out_enabled", 0, 1);

//Stop the robot

output_pose3d("out_pose", &out_pose, 0);

outputs_sync();

return 0;
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13.     Annex 1 - HND1 protocol
Current version: 1.0.

13.1.     Ethernet interface - link layer

The UDP transport layer protocol is used. 
The scanner is usually connected to the robot controller or executive system and

works as a slave device. Bidirectional data exchange is carried out by sending a
command to the scanner by the master and sending a response by the scanner. There
are commands that allow one-way exchange, namely the sending of the measurement
results by the scanner until a stop command is sent. 

Each command and response consists of a header (type of message
(command) and the length of the subsequent data), followed by the data specific to that
command. This sequence allows the transmission of commands and responses of
variable length. In the future, it may be possible to send and receive multiple commands
or responses in a single UDP packet in order to improve efficiency. The recipient will
unpack and process each command in the order in which they are placed in the packet. 

Words (16 or 32 bit values) are sent in “little endian” format.

13.2.     Description of HND1 commands

Getting the protocol version
This command requests the protocol version supported by the scanner. The

scanner will respond with the protocol version (two integers, major and minor version
codes). The protocol version described in this document is indicated in the section title. 

Command name: MSG_GET_SENSOR_VERSION
Scanner command:

Type Length

1 0 0 0

Parameters:
· none
Scanner response:

Type Length major minor

1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

Parameters:
· major: major version code;
· minor: minor version code.

Setting the laser intensity
This command sets the current laser intensity. It is possible to change the

intensity of up to 4 lasers. Each 16-bit field defines the intensity in % (0 - minimum
intensity, 100 - maximum possible intensity). The value changed by this command is not
saved in the nonvolatile memory of the scanner. If the laser is turned off, the intensity
value will be applied and used the next time the laser is turned on.

Command name: MSG_SET_LASERS_INTENSITY
Scanner command:

Type Length intens0 intens1 intens2 intens3

5 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Parameters:
· intens0: the intensity of the first (main) laser;
· intens1: the intensity of the second (additional) laser;
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· intens2: the intensity of the third (additional) laser;
· intens3: the intensity of the fourth (additional) laser.
Scanner response:

Type Length

5 0 0 0

Parameters:
· none.

Setting the exposure time
This command sets the exposure time of the frame by the CMOS sensor. The

value must be transmitted in milliseconds. It is possible to set the exposure time up to 3
frames (in multiple exposure operation mode of the scanner).

Command name: MSG_SET_SENSOR_EXPOSURE
Scanner command:

Type Length exp0 exp1 exp2

6 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Parameters:
· exp0: exposure time for the first frame;
· exp1: exposure time for the second frame (in multiple exposure mode);
· exp2: exposure time for the third frame (in multiple exposure mode).
Scanner response:

Type Length

6 0 0 0

Parameters:
· none.

Turning on the laser
If the laser is already on, nothing will happen. The intensity specified in the

scanner settings (using the MSG_SET_LASERS_INTENSITY command or some other
way) will be applied. Please note that the forced shutdown of laser radiation for safety
reasons (a special signal on the scanner connector) takes precedence over all other
controls.

Command name: MSG_SET_LASER_ON
Scanner command:

Type Length

7 0 0 0

Parameters:
· none
Scanner response:

Type Length

7 0 0 0

Parameters:
· none.

Turning off the laser
If the laser is already off, nothing will happen.
Command name: MSG_SET_LASER_OFF
Scanner command:
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Type Length

8 0 0 0

Parameters:
· none
Scanner response:

Type Length

8 0 0 0

Parameters:
· none.

Setting the region of interest (ROI)
This command allows the user to set the size and position of the working area of

the CMOS sensor. Reducing the size of the area increases the operating frequency of
the scanner. 

The pair "X1, Y1" sets the top left position of the ROI, and the pair "X2, Y2" sets
the bottom right position of the ROI. 

Command name: MSG_SET_SENSOR_ROI
Scanner command:

Type Length X1 Y1 X2 Y2 NU NU

12 0 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Parameters:
· X1: the X coordinate of the top left point of the ROI - currently not used, will be

ignored;
· Y1: the Y coordinate of the top left point of the ROI;
· X2: the X coordinate of the bottom right point of the ROI - currently not used,

will be ignored;
· Y2: the Y coordinate of the bottom right point of the ROI;
· NU: not used.
Scanner response:

Type Length

12 0 0 0

Parameters:
· none.

Getting device status
This command is intended to get information about the status of the device. 
Command name: MSG_GET_SENSOR_STATUS
Scanner command:

Type Length

8 0 0 0

Parameters:
· none
Scanner response:

Type Length mode pad1[0] ... pad1[15] temp1 temp2

15 0 2 50 0 0 0 0 ... 0 0 0 0 0 0

temp3 heater pad2[0] ... pad2[15] gain exp NU

0 0 0 0 0 0 ... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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X1 Y1 X2 Y2 pad3[0] ... pad3[15] las int0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ... 0 0 0 0 0

int1 int2 int3 NU NU NU NU pad4[0] ... pad4[15] seam NU

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ... 0 0 0 0 0 0

NU[40] pad5[0] ... pad5[63] NU pad6[0] ... pad6[127]

0 0 0 .... 0 0 0 0 0 0 ... 0 0

Parameters:
- mode: scanner operation mode (in the current version, it is always 0 -

measurement output mode);
- pad1: separator-reserve;
- temp1: CPU temperature, the value is calculated as 100*(temperature in °C) +

10000;
- temp2: internal temperature of the scanner (sensor #1), the value is calculated

as 100*(temperature in °C) + 10000;
- temp3: internal temperature of the scanner (sensor #2), the value is calculated

as 100*(temperature in °C) + 10000;
- heater: heating state (in the current version - 0);
- pad2: separator-reserve;
- gain: amplification of the CMOS sensor signal (in the current version, it is

always 0);
- exp: exposure time (for the first frame) in ms;
- NU: not used;
- X1: the X coordinate of the top left point of the ROI - currently not used, will be

ignored;
- Y1: the Y coordinate of the top left point of the ROI;
- X2: the X coordinate of the bottom right point of the ROI - currently not used,

will be ignored;
- Y2: the Y coordinate of the bottom right point of the ROI;
- pad3: separator-reserve;
- las: laser state (0 - off, 1 - on), this parameter is not affected by the hardware

shutdown of the laser;
- int0: radiation intensity of laser #1 (main);
- int1: radiation intensity of laser #2 (additional);
- int2: radiation intensity of laser #3 (additional);;
- int3: radiation intensity of laser #4 (additional);
- pad4: separator-reserve;
- seam: template index;
- pad5: separator-reserve;
- pad6: separator-reserve.

Setting the welding template
This command sets the index of the template used for finding a welding joint and

outputting its attributes. 
Command name: MSG_SET_BASIC_SEAM_TYPE
Scanner command:

Type Length idx

40 0 2 0 0 0

Parameters:
· idx: template id.
Scanner response:
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Type Length

40 0 0 0

Parameters:
· none.

Getting the firmware version of the scanner
This command requests the firmware version of the scanner. The scanner will

respond with the firmware version (three integers, major, minor and patch version
codes). 

Command name: MSG_GET_FIRMWARE_VERSION
Scanner command:

Type Length

100 0 0 0

Parameters:
· none.
Scanner response:

Type Length major minor patch

100 0 6 0 2 0 3 0 3 0

Parameters:
· major: major version code;
· minor: minor version code;
· patch: patch version code.

Getting the temperature of the scanner
This command requests the internal temperature of the scanner. A sensor

installed on the CPU is used, because the CPU is the most heat-generating element.
Command name: MSG_GET_MAIN_BD_TEMP
Scanner command:

Type Length

105 0 0 0

Parameters:
· none.
Scanner response:

Type Length temp

105 0 2 0 0 0

Parameters:
· temp: CPU temperature, the value is calculated as 100*(temperature in °C) +

10000.

Start sending measurement results
This command allows sending measurement results (welding joint parameters).

The index of the welding joint is specified by the MSG_SET_BASIC_SEAM_TYPE
command. The list of parameters depends on the type of the selected joint. It is possible
to send up to 16 points and 16 parameter values. Each point has a status indicating
whether it is used for this type of joint and whether its data is valid. 

Command name: MSG_START_MEASUREMENT_SENDING_IN_MM
Scanner command:

Type Length

150 0 0 0
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Parameters:
· none.
Scanner response:

Type Length

150 0 0 0

Parameters:
· none.

Message from the scanner (sent after each measurement)
Type Length timestamp pt[0].x pt[0].y

150 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

pt[0].st ... pt[15].x pt[15].y

0 0 0 0 ... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

pt[15].st prm[0].val prm[0].st ...

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ...

prm[15].val prm[15].st pad[0] ... pad[63]

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ... 0 0

Parameters:
- timestamp: system timestamp of measurement results generation, ms;
- pt[0].x: X coordinate of point #1 (float, mm);
- pt[0].z: Z coordinate of point #1 (float, mm);
- pt[0].st: status of point #1;
...
- pt[15].x: X coordinate of point #16 (float, mm);
- pt[15].z: Z coordinate of point #16 (float, mm);
- pt[15].st: status of point #16;
- prm[0].val: value of parameter #1 (depends on the template) - not used in the

current version;
- prm[0].st: status of parameter #1 - not used in the current version;
…
- prm[15].val: value of parameter #16 (depends on the template) - not used in

the current version;
- prm[15].st: status of parameter #16 - not used in the current version;
- pad: separator-reserve.
Statuses (for the current version of the protocol): 0 - point/parameter data is up-

to-date; 2 - point/parameter data is not up-to-date and should not be used. 

Stop sending measurement results
This command stops sending measurement results. 
Command name: MSG_STOP_MEASUREMENT_SENDING_IN_MM
Scanner command:

Type Length

151 0 0 0

Parameters:
· none.
Scanner response:

Type Length

151 0 0 0

Parameters:
· none.
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14.     Annex 2 - P3 protocol
The protocol is designed for data exchange between the robot and the scanner

and is based on EthernetIP.
EthernetIP parameters (scanner):
· assembly number for data transfer from the scanner to the robot: 101;
· assembly number for data transfer from the robot to the scanner: 102;
· configuration assembly (not used): 100;
· vendor id: 0x0634 (1588);
· device type: 0x2B (43);
· product code: 0x273 (627).
Transferred data:
· from the robot to the scanner:
· coordinates of the current position of the robot TCP in the world coordinate

system (in the base coordinate system), each value is 16 bits: X, Y, Z, W, P,
R;

· packet counter (8 bits);
· control command (8 bits): 0x01 - turn on laser radiation, 0x02 - turn off laser

radiation, other values are ignored;
· template set selection (8 bits) - currently not used;
· selection of a template for detection (8 bits).

· from the scanner to the robot:
· point coordinates in the world coordinate system of the robot, each value is

16 bits: X, Y, Z;
· packet counter value received from the robot (8 bits);
· reserved value (8 bits);
· P-coordinate for the robot (16 bits);
· R-coordinate for the robot (16 bits);
· point coordinates in 2D space of the scanner, each value is 16 bits: X, Z.

Coordinate value representation format:
· bit 15 - value sign: positive - 0, negative - 1;
· bits 14-0 - modulo value.
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15.     Annex 3 - R691 USI protocol
The R691 Universal Sensor Interface protocol provides communication between

the scanner and the welding robot and is based on a client-server architecture, where
the scanner acts as a server (waits for connection to the port specified in the smart block
settings), and the robot acts as a client and must connect to the network address of the
scanner and port specified in the smart block settings.

To use this protocol, the robot must meet the following requirements:
· R30iA Robot Controller;
· Arc tool Software V7.30P9 or higher;
· Software Option R691 Universal Sensor Interface;
· Software Option R648 User Socket Messaging.
Requests and commands from the robot to the scanner
The robot sends commands and data requests to the scanner in TCP packets of

at least 3 bytes in size (each packet is a separate protocol message).
The first byte indicates the message type:
· 0x02 - command to the scanner;
· 0x01 - data request.
The second byte indicates the number of commands or data in the message and

is usually 0x01.
The third byte indicates the command type (turn on/off the laser, set the welding

groove type, etc.) or the type of data requested (point coordinates, status, etc.).
The current version of the protocol supports the following messages:

# Protocol message Message type Number of
commands / data

Command / data
type

Value

1 Sensor ON 0x02 0x01 0x13 0x01

2 Sensor OFF 0x02 0x01 0x06 0x00

3 Start track
(laser on and measure)

0x02 0x01 0x06 0x01

4 End track 0x02 0x01 0x06 0x00

5 Set joint ID
0xXX - template number
for detection

0x02 0x01 0x10 0xXX

6 Request joint data* 0x01 0x06 0x08 0x09 0x0A
0x0B 0x0C 0x0D

-

7 Request status 0x01 0x01 0x06 -

8 Request joint idx 0x01 0x01 0x10 -

The robot must wait for a response from the scanner for at least 80 ms (usually
the scanner responds to a message within no more than 5 ms), after which it sends a
second message. If no response is received from the scanner within 300 ms, a “Timeout
Alarm” is set.

* on the “Request joint data” request, the data about the detected welding groove
is sent in the following order (the format is described below), the request is sent by the
robot every 50 ms:

X Y (not used) Z GAP MISMATCH AREA

Responses from the scanner to the robot
The scanner responds to commands 1-5 with one byte 0x82, which means that

the command has been received and executed.
The scanner responds to data requests 6-8 with a message in which the first

byte is 0x82, the second byte contains the error code, followed by two-byte data.
Error codes (not currently used, provided for reference):
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1 External alarm 7 Incorrect message

2 Checksum error 8 Unknown parameter

3 Correction 9 Setup error

4 Timeout error 10 Temperature alarm

5 Sensor error 11 Value out of range

6 Bad end 12 Data not available

They occupy 1 byte, if the value is 0x00, then there is no error (in the current
version, this value is always transmitted).

Scanner status
For request 7, a two-byte value of the current state of the scanner is returned,

which is a set of bits:

Bit 0 No alarm 1

Bit 1 No external alarm 2

Bit 2 No temperature larm 4

Bit 3 Not too cold 8

Bit 4 Not too hot 16

Bit 5 No shutdown 32

Bit 6 Laser Off 64

Bit 7 Laser Down 128

Bit 8 Laser power control disabled 256

Bit 9 Flash checksum invalid 512

Bit 10 Calibration table error 1024

Bit 11 Laser Ready 2048

Bit 12 Laser On 4096

Bit 13 Reserved 8192

Bit 14 Reserved 16384

Bit 15 Reserved 32768

In the current version of the protocol, bit 11 (“Laser ready”) is always set, and
bits 6 (“Laser off”) and 12 (“Laser on”) indicate the actual state of the laser.

Coordinate representation format
Each coordinate transmitted in response to request 7 is transmitted as 2 bytes in

two's complement format. The first byte is the most significant, the sign bit is the most
significant in the most significant byte. Coordinate values and other metric values are
transmitted multiplied by 0.01 mm (which means that 9.51 mm will be transmitted as
951).

Data exchange example
Scanner status request from robot: [0x01]  [0x01]  [0x06]
Scanner response to robot: [0x82]  [0x00]  [0x08]  [0x40]
where:
[0x82] - scanner response;
[0x00] - no error;
[0x08] - high byte of status 0x08 * 256 = 2048 - laser ready
[0x40] - high byte of status 0x40 = 64 - laser off
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16.     Maintenance
Laser scanners are virtually maintenance free. As these are optical systems,

they are sensitive to dust and sputter on the front windows. Cleaning is best done with a
soft cloth. Do not use scratching cleaners or other aggressive media.

It is necessary to remove fingerprints from the windows, because fingerprints
degrade the quality of profiles.

In order to remove fingerprints or grease, clean the windows with 20% alcohol
and soft paper.

17.     Warranty policy
Warranty assurance for the Laser Seam Tracking System for Welding

Automation RF627Smart-Weld Series – 24 months from the date of shipping; warranty
shelf-life – 12 months. 

18.     Technical support
Technical assistance related to incorrect operation of the system and problems

with settings is provided free of charge by RIFTEK.
Technical support contacts:
· E-mail: support@riftek.com
· Skype: riftek_support

19.     Revisions

Date Revision Description

27.09.2022 1.0.0 Starting document.

20.     Distributors

AUSTRALIA

Applied Measurement
Australia Pty Ltd
RAILWAY INSTRUMENTS ONLY
Thornton Plaza, Unit 5, 
27 Thornton Crescent, Mitcham 
VIC 3132, Australia
Tel: +61 39874 5777
Fax: +61 39874 5888
sales@appliedmeasurement.com.au
www.appliedmeasurement.com.au
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Althen Sensors & Controls
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The Netherlands
Tel: +31 70 3924421
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www.althensensors.com
www.althencontrols.com
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MTL ASCO Sp. z o.o.
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Pyskowice, Poland
Tel: + 48 32 332 70 03
Fax: + 48 32 332 70 14
rail@ascorail.eu
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www.ascorail.eu

CHILE

Verne SpA
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Las Condes, Santiago, Chile
Tel: +56 2 228858633
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www.verne.cl
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CHINA

Beijing Gemston Mechanical
& Electrical Equipment Co.,
Ltd 
Room 613, Anfu Mansion, Fengtai
District, Beijing, China
Tel: +86 10 6765 0516
Fax: +86 10 6765 6966
Mobile: +86 137 1755 1423
dh0526@163.com
www.baoft.cn

CHINA

Xi'an Win-Success
Automation Technology
Co.,Ltd
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High-Tech Zone, Xi’an
Shaanxi PRC, China
Tel: +86-29-81106280
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info@maxsenor.com
www.maxsensor.com

CHINA

Micron-Metrology co., ltd
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China
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Fax: + 48 32 332 70 14
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www.ascorail.eu
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INDIA

Influx Big Data Solutions Pvt
Ltd
No:2, Krishvi, Ground Floor,
Old Airport Road, Domlur,
Bangalore - 560071, India
Tel: +91 73 37748490
Tel: +91 94 48492380
milan@influxtechnology.com
support_india@influxtechnology.com
www.influxtechnology.com

INDIA

Paragon Instrumentation
Engineers Pvt. Ltd.
RAILWAY INSTRUMENTS ONLY
200, Station Road,
Roorkee, 247 667, India
Tel: +91-1332-272394
tanuj@paragoninstruments.com
www.paragoninstruments.com

INDONESIA

PT. DHAYA BASWARA
SANIYASA
Botanic Junction Blok H-9 NO. 7
Mega Kebon Jeruk, Joglo
Jakarta 11640, Indonesia
Tel: + 62 21 29325859
management@ptdbs.co.id

IRAN

Novin Industrial
Development Grp.
Tel: +98 21 44022093-6
Fax: +98 21 43858794
Mobile: +98 9123207518
info@novinid.com
www.novinid.com

ISRAEL
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Export LTD
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Tel: +972-99577888
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eli@fly-supply.net 
www.fly-supply.net 
www.aircraft-partsupply.com
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FAE s.r.l.
Via Tertulliano, 41
20137 Milano, Italy
Tel: +39-02-55187133
Fax: +39-02-55187399
fae@fae.it
www.fae.it

JAPAN

Tokyo Instruments, Inc.
6-18-14 Nishikasai, Edogawa-ku,
Tokyo, 134-0088 Japan
Tel: +81 3 3686 4711
Fax: +81 3 3686 0831
f_kuribayashi@tokyoinst.co.jp
www.tokyoinst.co.jp

LATVIA

SIA "SOLARTEX"
RAILWAY INSTRUMENTS ONLY
Duntes 15a, 5th floor, office B7
Riga, Latvia
Tel: +371 67 130 787
solartex@inbox.lv

MALAYSIA

OptoCom InstruVentures
H-49-2, Jalan 5, Cosmoplex
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Salak Tinggi, Sepang, Malaysia
Tel: 603 8706 6806
Fax: 603 8706 6809
optocom@tm.net.my
www.optocom.com.my
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Tel: + 48 32 332 70 03
Fax: + 48 32 332 70 14
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www.ascorail.eu
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95 291 Kalix, Sweden
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Salitec AS
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Lysaker, Norway
Tel: +47 23 891015
Fax: +47 92101005
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www.salitec.no
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Verne Peru S.A.C.
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Tel/fax: +51 992436734
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RUSSIA

Aliance, LLC
Plehanova, 4А, 10 floor, office 1,
111123, Moscow, Russia
Tel: +7 495 741-5915
info@stankialiance.ru
www.stankialiance.ru

RUSSIA

Group company
SpecAvtoEngineering
SPEKTR KSK
AUTOMATED SYSTEMS FOR
WHEELSETS GEOMETRY
CONTROL
Electrozavodskaya str., 27, bld. 3D,
107023, Moscow, Russia
Tel: +7 485 225 75 57
Tel/Fax: +7 495 782 14 21
Tel/Fax: +7 495 782 14 21
mail@sai-holding.ru
www.sai-holding.ru
www.spektrksk.ru

RUSSIA

Intellect-Optic LLC
620078, Mira str. 32 -120
Ekaterinburg, Russia
Tel/Fax: +7 343 2227565
Tel/Fax: +7 343 2227370
pesterev@d-test.ru
www.d-test.ru

RUSSIA

Sensorika-M LLC
Dmitrovskoye shosse 64-4
127474, Moscow, Russia
Tel: +7 499 487 0363
Fax: +7 499 487 7460
info@sensorika.com
www.sensorika.com

SERBIA, SLOVAKIA,
SLOVENIA

MTL ASCO Sp. z o.o.
RAILWAY INSTRUMENTS ONLY
ul. Wielowiejska 53, 44-120
Pyskowice, Poland
Tel: + 48 32 332 70 03
Fax: + 48 32 332 70 14
rail@ascorail.eu
www.ascorail.eu

SOUTH KOREA

BS Holdings
B-201,Wonpogongwon 1ro, 
59 Danwon-gu, Ansan-si,
Gyeonggi-do, 15455,
Republic of Korea
Tel: +82-31-411-5011
Fax: +82-31-411-5015
bsh5011@hanmail.net
www.lasersolution.co.kr

SOUTH KOREA

PROSEN. CO., LTD
M-1001, Songdo techno park IT
center, 32, Songdogwahak-ro,
Yeonsu-gu, Incheon, 21984,
Republic of Korea
Tel: +82-32-811-3457
Fax: +82-32-232-7458
trade@prosen.co.kr
www.prosen.co.kr

SPAIN

Iberfluid Instruments S.A.
C/ Botanica, 122, 08908
L'Hospitalet de Llobregat
Barcelona
Tel: +34 93 447 10 65
Fax: +34 93 334 05 24
myct@iberfluid.com
www.iberfluid.com

SWEDEN

BLConsult
Ryssbalt 294,
95 291 Kalix, Sweden
Tel: +46 70 663 19 25
info@blconsult.se
www.blconsult.se

SWEDEN

Kvalitest Industrial AB
EXCEPT FOR RAILWAY
INSTRUMENTS
Ekbacksvagen 28,
16869 Bromma, Sweden
Tel: +46 0 76 525 5000
sales@kvalitest.com
www.kvalitest.com
www.kvalitest.se

SWITZERLAND

ID&T GmbH
Gewerbestrasse 12/a
8132 Egg (Zurich), Switzerland
Tel: + 41 44 994 92 32
Fax: + 41 44 994 92 34
info@idtlaser.com
www.idtlaser.com 

THAILAND

Advantech Solution Co.,Ltd.
20/170 Motorway Rd.,
Kwang Pravet, Khet Pravet,
Bangkok, Thailand 10250
Tel: +662-1848705
Fax: +662-1848708
sales@advantechsolution.com
www.advantechsolution.com

TURKEY

MAK Elektronik Malzeme
Analiz ve Kalite Kontrol
Cihazlari Dis Tic. Ltd. Sti.
Cenap Sahabettin Sokak, No:39,
34718 Kosuyolu - Kadikoy /
Istanbul - TURKEY
Tel: +90 216 402 10 34
Fax: +90 216 402 10 35
ulastac@metalografi.net
www.makelektronik.com.tr

TURKEY

TEKMA Muhendislik A.S.
Cevizli Mh. M. Kemal Cd., 
Hukukcular Towers, 
A-Blok, No: 66-A/39
Kartal - Istanbul
Tel: +90 216 970 1318
Tel: +90 850 840 2334
info@tekma.eu
www.tekma.eu

UKRAINE

KODA
Frunze st. 22, 61002,
Harkov, Ukraine
Tel/Fax: +38 057 714 26 54
mail@koda.com.ua
www.koda.com.ua

mailto:info@stankialiance.ru
http://stankialiance.ru/
mailto:mail@sai-holding.ru
http://www.sai-holding.ru/
http://www.spektrksk.ru/
mailto:pesterev@d-test.ru
https://ru.d-test.ru/
mailto:info@sensorika.com
http://www.sensorika.com/
mailto:rail@ascorail.eu
http://www.ascorail.eu/
mailto:bsh5011@hanmail.net
http://www.lasersolution.co.kr/
mailto:trade@prosen.co.kr
http://www.prosen.co.kr/
mailto:myct@iberfluid.com
http://www.iberfluid.com/
mailto:info@blconsult.se
http://www.blconsult.se/
mailto:sales@kvalitest.com
https://www.kvalitest.com/
https://kvalitest.se/
mailto:info@idtlaser.com
http://www.idtlaser.com/
mailto:sales@advantechsolution.com
http://www.advantechsolution.com/
mailto:ulastac@metalografi.net
http://riftekby.vh120.hosterby.com/where-to-buy/www.makelektronik.com.tr
mailto:info@tekma.eu
http://www.tekma.eu/
mailto:mail@koda.com.ua
http://www.koda.com.ua/
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UNITED KINGDOM,
IRELAND

Ixthus Instrumentation Ltd
The Stables, Williams' Barns
Tiffield road, Towcester,
Northants, UK
Tel: +44 1327 353437
Fax: +44 1327 353564
info@ixthus.co.uk
www.ixthus.co.uk

USA, CANADA

Althen Sensors and Controls
2531 Bradley St.,
Oceanside, CA, 92056, USA
Tel: 858 633 3572
r.ream@althensensors.com

USA, CANADA, MEXICO

Acuity Products of Schmitt
Industries, Inc.
2765 NW Nicolai Street
Portland, OR, 97210, USA 
Tel: +1 503 227 7908
Fax: +1 503 223 1258
sales@acuitylaser.com 
www.acuitylaser.com

USA, CANADA, MEXICO

International Electronic
Machines Corporation
RAILWAY INSTRUMENTS ONLY
850 River Street, Troy,
New York, USA
Tel: +1 518 268-1636
Fax: +1 518 268-1639
marketing@iem.net
www.iem.net

mailto:info@ixthus.co.uk
http://www.ixthus.co.uk/
mailto:r.ream@althensensors.com
mailto:sales@acuitylaser.com
http://www.acuitylaser.com/
mailto:marketing@iem.net
http://www.iem.net/
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